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Cross fall adjusted to suit
flow for riders and ensure
path surface drains

Path edges stabilised using
stripped turf reclaimed
from path tray

Existing ground level

25mm dust (or suitable
'as dug' fines) compacted
surface

200mm Minimum depth
compacted sub-base
material

Suitable formation (or
larger graded base
aggregate)

Typical Trail Construction Detail

Cross fall adjusted to suit
flow for riders and ensure
path surface drains

Path edges stabilised using
stripped turf reclaimed
from path tray Existing ground level

Turf lined top side ditch where necessary
this will run to twin wall pipe which will pass
under the trail formation to allow surface
water to drain away on the downhill side.

25mm dust (or suitable
'as dug' fines) compacted
surface

300mm Minimum depth
compacted sub-base
material

Floated Trail Construction Detail

Geogrid (terram or sim.)
on to poor subsoil

Path edges stabilised using
stripped turf reclaimed

from path tray

Existing ground level

Turf lined ditch

Conveyor Belt Track Construction Detail

Geotextile terram
(or sim.)

Geotextile Geogrid

Turf lined ditch

Conveyor Belt Uplift

Turf lined top side ditch where necessary
this will run to twin wall pipe which will pass
under the trail formation to allow surface
water to drain away on the downhill side.

200mm compacted
surface (type 1 or sim.)
material

300mm Minimum depth
compacted larger aggregate
sub-base material

Cross fall adjusted to suit
flow for riders and ensure
path surface drains

Path edges stabilised using stripped
turf reclaimed from path tray - max
45 degree batter

Existing ground level

25mm dust (or suitable
'as dug' fines) compacted
surface

200mm Minimum depth
compacted sub-base
material

Suitable formation (or larger
graded base aggregate)

Typical 'Berm' Trail Construction Detail

Turf lined top side ditch where necessary
this will run to twin wall pipe which will pass
under the trail formation to allow surface
water to drain away on the downhill side.
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Trail Sections and Make Up
The 'Descent' type trails will have more of an active
raised profile across the hill side. The berm detail shows
the changing profile of the trail.
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